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Abstract 

Cardiac arrest is a serious problem that, currently in Portugal, presents a survival rate of 4,43%. 

The quick and quality execution of basic life support manoeuvres allows doubling or, 

sometimes, quadrupling the chances of survival in this medical emergency situation. 

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation is composed of chest compressions and ventilations, being a 

fundamental procedure of any resuscitation algorithm. Being a manoeuvre of special 

importance and accessible to the entire population, it is fundamental to guarantee the quality 

of teaching of these procedures, optimizing a good retention of knowledge. In this context, the 

use of devices that support the training of these manoeuvres, through feedback, are much 

discussed in the various international guidelines, as they allow monitoring and improving the 

overall performance of basic life support procedures. In the scope of this work, a study was 

carried out to evaluate the knowledge, experience and opinion related to the basic life support 

of a sample of the Portuguese population. The results of this study reinforce the need for 

practical and regular basic life support training. Also, participants recognized that have residual 

or low basic life support knowledge and are motivated to attend training and recycling courses. 

Based on this need for basic life support training, it was developed a low-cost device for 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation self-training with automated feedback. The prototype is 

expected to facilitate regular training and improve long-term maintenance of knowledge and 

skills. The system was developed in order to give automated feedback on specific parameters 

of chest compressions and ventilations, according to current international guidelines. An impact 

study was also conducted, concluding that the proposed system can also be considered cost-

efficient as it reduces the permanent presence of an instructor, promoting regular training 

outside formal training courses. Therefore, low-cost tools with feedback for cardiopulmonary 

resuscitation self-training, as presented in this work, can provide an alternative or a 

complementary extension to traditional methods for cardiopulmonary resuscitation skills 

acquisition and maintenance. 
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Resumo 

A paragem cardíaca é um problema grave que, atualmente em Portugal, apresenta uma taxa 

de sobrevivência de 4,43%. A execução rápida e de qualidade das manobras de suporte básico 

de vida permite duplicar ou, às vezes, quadruplicar as chances de sobrevivência nesta situação 

de emergência médica. A ressuscitação cardiopulmonar é composta por compressões torácicas 

e ventilações, sendo um procedimento fundamental de qualquer algoritmo de ressuscitação. 

Sendo uma manobra de especial importância e acessível a toda a população, é fundamental 

garantir a qualidade do ensino destes procedimentos, otimizando uma boa retenção de 

conhecimento. Neste contexto, o uso de dispositivos que apoiam o treino destas manobras, por 

meio de feedback, é muito discutido nas diversas diretrizes internacionais, pois permitem 

monitorizar e melhorar o desempenho geral dos procedimentos de suporte básico de vida. No 

âmbito deste trabalho, foi realizado um estudo para avaliar o conhecimento, experiência e 

opinião relacionados com o suporte básico de vida de uma amostra da população portuguesa. 

Os resultados deste estudo reforçam a necessidade de treino prático e regular de suporte básico 

de vida. Além disso, os participantes reconheceram que possuem um conhecimento residual ou 

baixo de suporte básico de vida e estão motivados a participar em cursos de treino e 

reaprendizagem. Com base nesta necessidade óbvia de treino do suporte básico de vida, foi 

desenvolvido um dispositivo de baixo custo para auto-treinamento de ressuscitação 

cardiopulmonar com feedback automatizado. Espera-se que o protótipo facilite o treinamento 

regular e melhore a manutenção de conhecimentos e habilidades a longo prazo. O sistema foi 

desenvolvido para fornecer feedback automatizado sobre parâmetros específicos de 

compressões torácicas e ventilações, de acordo com as diretrizes internacionais atuais. 

Também foi realizado um estudo de impacto, concluindo que o sistema proposto também pode 

ser considerado custo-eficiente, pois reduz a presença permanente de um instrutor, 

promovendo treinamento regular fora dos cursos formais de treinamento. Portanto, 

ferramentas de baixo custo com feedback para a autoformação em ressuscitação 

cardiopulmonar, como as apresentadas neste trabalho, podem fornecer uma alternativa ou uma 

extensão complementar aos métodos tradicionais de aquisição e manutenção de habilidades de 

ressuscitação cardiopulmonar. 
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Cardiac Arrest 

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is an emergency manoeuvre used in a victim who is in 

cardiac arrest. Cardiac Arrest is known as an abrupt and unexpected loss of heart function, 

leading to a sudden loss of blood flow which may damage vital organs and/or, if not reverted, 

may be a cause of death [1, 2]. 

Cardiac arrest may have its origin in problems related to a cardiac function or may be 

associated with a manifestation of a distinct medical condition. Cardiac arrhythmia, mainly 

ventricular fibrillation, is a major cause of cardiac arrest. Other causes may be associated with 

cardiac arrest, such as asphyxia, trauma, and hypovolaemia [2, 3]. 

The main signs associated with cardiac arrest are related to loss of consciousness and lack 

of pulse in the victim. These signs represent a medical emergency that should be addressed, 

as soon as possible. In the clinical setting, through the use of electrocardiography, it is possible 

to detect signs of a recent cardiac arrest [2]. 

Cardiac arrest may occur in a hospital setting or in a non-hospital setting. Considering a 

victim of a cardiac arrest outside the hospital setting, prehospital emergency means are 

triggered, in order to perform the necessary procedures to increase the survival rate. 

In the United States of America (USA), it is estimated that each year occurs 359 400 out-

of-hospital cardiac arrests, with a survival rate of 9,8% [4]. In the United Kingdom (UK), it was 

reported that it is attempted out-of-hospital resuscitation procedures to more than 30 000 

people, annually, with a survival rate of 7-8%, meaning that in the UK scenario, less than 1 out 

of 10 people will survive to an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest [5]. 

In Portugal, data from the Instituto Nacional de Emergência Médica (INEM) [6], has shown 

that, from 2013 to 2017, the number of cases of cardiac arrest have increased, with a total of 

85 241 cases in that period, as shown in Figure 1. It was reported that, between 2013 and 2014, 

the survival rate was 4,43 % [7]. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Number of cardiac arrests registered out-of-hospital in Portugal [6]. 
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Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation 

In the event of cardiac arrest, immediate initiation of CPR manoeuvres allows 2 to 4-fold 

increase of survival probabilities and a positive influence on the efficacy of other resuscitation 

manoeuvres [8]. The focus for success in resuscitation should not only be the rapid onset  of 

the manoeuvres, but also the quality with which they are applied. In this way, training and 

experience become preponderant in an emergency situation [8]. 

Correct cardiopulmonary resuscitation procedures are duly described in established 

guidelines, which are updated on a recurrent basis, based on ongoing scientific developments. 

These guidelines are developed locally, based on a universal document designed by the 

International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR). In the USA the guidelines are 

developed by the American Heart Association (AHA) [10] and in Europe are developed by the 

European Resuscitation Council (ERC) [9]. 

The guidelines focus on several aspects related to resuscitation, presenting variants of the 

procedures, taking into account the profile of the victim, including, the algorithms related to 

adult basic life support and automated external defibrillation, adult advanced life support and 

pediatric life support. 

CPR is composed of chest compressions and ventilations, being a basal element of any 

resuscitation algorithm, as shown in Figure 2. 

Each cycle of CPR is characterized by the application of 30 chest compressions and 2 

ventilations (rescue breaths). The rescuer should kneel next to the victim and should place the 

heel of one hand in the centre of the victim's chest, specifically in the lower half of the 

sternum. The heel of the other hand should be placed on top of the other and the fingers should 

be interlocked [11]. 

With the arms straight, the rescuer should apply enough force for the sternum to move 

about 5 cm (but not exceeding 6 cm). After each compression, a full decompression should 

occur. Compressions should be performed at a frequency of 100-120 compressions per minute 

[11]. 

After the 30 compressions, the rescuer should open the victim's airway through the 

hyperextension of the neck. After pinching the nose, mouth-to-mouth ventilation should be 

performed ensuring that the victim's mouth is effectively sealed through the lips of the rescuer. 

Two ventilations per cycle should be made, lasting approximately 1 second each. The hands-

off time (pause in compressions) should not exceed 10. After the ventilations, the compressions 

must be resumed, guaranteeing the continuity of the cycle [11]. 

Thus, the main parameters that can measure the effectiveness of CPR are related to hand 

position, compression depth and frequency, complete recoil guarantee, and adequate air 

volume (which depends on neck hyperextension and nose pinching) [11]. 
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Figure 2 - Official poster for Basic Life Support with the use of an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) 
from the European Resuscitation Council (ERC) [9]. 
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Training and Knowledge on CPR 

Considering the central importance of basic life support (BLS) and the impact of the correct 

application of the manoeuvres on a victim, it is preponderant to take into account the 

teaching/education and retention of knowledge of these manoeuvres. 

There is strong evidence that BLS training in lay people allows a decrease in the hesitancy 

to apply the manoeuvres in a real situation, although some people may fear the risk of 

infection, misapplication of manoeuvres and legal implications [12]. Often BLS courses are 

considered lengthy, inefficient and labour-intensive, where, in a group of trainees, individual 

and supervised training requires the remaining trainees to wait their turn. In addition, these 

courses require certified instructors and specialized manikins promoting some logistical 

obstacles [13]. It is also important to consider that, in a lay population, the application of these 

manoeuvres may not be frequent, implying that performance will be affected by their retention 

capacity and recycling training sessions [13]. 

In the context of a higher success rate in the BLS courses, it is fundamental to adapt the 

methodologies to the target audience. In this sense, children and young adults represent 

additional challenges and require different approaches. Still, they represent a population group 

of special importance and where policies to encourage the learning of BLS techniques must be 

applied. In the United States of America, training in resuscitation manoeuvres has become 

mandatory since 2011 [12]. A study of a scholar population in Brazil showed that young people 

have a limited knowledge about BLS, but after training (theoretical and practical) the students 

showed a substantial increase in this knowledge with a significant retention after 6 months of 

the training period. In addition, the authors advocate an incorporation of the BLS training as a 

compulsory curricular unit in the students' academic plan [14]. 

In addition to the lay population, health professionals should guarantee the quality of the 

BLS manoeuvres, considering that reduced survival rates are usually associated with poor 

performance of BLS techniques, especially related to chest compressions, where incorrect 

depth, frequency and frequent interruptions lead to a visible ineffectiveness [12]. 

A survey conducted on the BLS training in the North West region of the United Kingdom 

evaluated 17 teaching establishments that offer full time undergraduate courses associated 

with Medicine & Dentistry, Nursing & Midwifery and Profession Allied to Medicine (PAM). Most 

of the courses involved in the study provide BLS training in the first year of the course with an 

average duration of 3, 5 and 6 hours for the PAM, Nursing & Midwifery and Medicine & Dentistry 

courses, respectively. All courses evaluated revealed a significant percentage of practical 

training, generally above 40%. In the Medicine & Dentistry courses there are about 10 students 

per tutor and 4 students per manikin, while in the Nursing & Midwifery courses there are about 

13 students per tutor and 5 students per manikin. In addition, in PAM courses there are about 

10 students per tutor and 7 students per manikin. Most courses state that their students take 

one training session every 7 to 12 months [15]. 

Regarding the knowledge of the Portuguese population about basic life support, a study 

was carried out with 1700 individuals of different age groups and different social strata. Only 

303 (approximately 17,8%) surveyed attended a basic life support course, mainly through the 

Portuguese Red Cross. In a real context, about 85% of the sample never had to apply basic life 

support manoeuvres, but those who had to do so, were in the context of road accidents. 
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According to the participants' opinion, all citizens should have knowledge in basic life support 

(81,4%), as they should help anyone in an emergency situation (54,1%). In general, the study 

population is available to attend basic life support courses, in a professional context (84,9%) 

or in local associations (88,4%) and believe that this type of courses should be part of the 

students curriculum in the second year of basic education level (30,9%). Regarding the 

theoretical knowledge of the basic life support manoeuvres, the population hit less than half 

of the questions asked, and the higher the respondent's age, the higher his score in the survey. 

Thus, this study concludes that the knowledge of the Portuguese population is reduced and 

that it will be necessary to reinforce the training of basic life support to the population [16]. 

The Portuguese Red Cross offers a wide range of pedagogical products within the framework 

of basic life support, usually lasting between 4 hours (Basic Life Support Course) and 30 hours 

(Proximity Lifeguard Technician Course) and 6 to 15 trainees by course. These courses are 

certified and usually have a limited validity that can vary between 3 and 5 years. 

One of the major constraints to the systematic analysis of basic life support in Portugal is 

the lack of studies and research carried out in this field. In this sense, in addition to promoting 

the basic support of life to the population, by encouraging participation in training or by 

including the subject in the academic curriculum, it is essential to make a clear commitment 

to the research and development of studies and technologies, to be applied in the Portuguese 

population, in the scope of basic life support [17]. 

 

 

 

CPR Training Devices and Automated 
Feedback 

The use of devices to support the training of basic life support manoeuvres is also 

mentioned in the main international guidelines, both for lay people and for health professionals 

[12]. These devices are used in a training setting or, in certain circumstances, some of these 

devices can be used in a real context of medical emergency, which, in both cases, the feedback 

provided by the support equipment allows monitoring and improving the overall performance 

of basic life support manoeuvres [11, 12, 18]. 

 From the use of a simple metronome to the more complex devices with audiovisual 

feedback, there is a great variety of equipment with distinct potentialities and gaps in the 

scope of basic life support training [19-22]. A medical emergency, such as cardiac arrest, 

requires a complex and effective chain of activities for successful treatment, including basic 

life support manoeuvres. In this sense, it is difficult to associate the success of manoeuvre 

training with patient outcomes, given the influence of several different factors. In any case, 

feedback may allow individuals to be encouraged to train manoeuvres and collect data for 

better identification of problems associated with the application of these manoeuvres [20]. 

Moreover, this equipment must be safe, accurate and versatile [19, 20]. 

 There is currently some technology available on the market within basic life support 

training devices. For example, the QCPR technology, implemented in full body manikins, or the 

CPRmeter 2 were developed by Laerdal and aim to support a more efficient training. QCPR 
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technology allows the overall monitoring of the performance of a set of distinct trainees 

applying manoeuvres on different manikins, through a simple interface that collects and 

analysis data from the manikins in use (associated with the QCPR system). The CPRmeter 2 is 

a device placed on the patient's torso that provides feedback on the quality of chest 

compressions through the use of an accelerometer [20].  

Both CPREzy and CPRplus are devices that measure the force applied to the manikin torso, 

associated with a metronome [19]. CPRplus was the first device of its kind and is no longer 

available in the market. CPREzy, instead of displaying the applied force on an analog display 

(such as the CPRplus), displays the force variations through a gradient of LED lights, which 

indicate the ideal strength for different groups of people [20].  

Another example of a product available in the market for training basic life support 

manoeuvres is the Zoll PocketCPR mobile application that uses the accelerometer integrated 

in the trainee’s mobile device (e.g. smartphone), providing feedback regarding the frequency 

and depth of chest compressions [21]. 

It is important to note that some of the products mentioned may already be discontinued 

or have changed over time. Also, these devices may be expensive, invasive, inaccurate or highly 

complex for the common user. These gaps represent an opportunity for the development of 

new training technologies.  

 

 

 

Motivation 

Basic life support is essential and necessary in a civilized population, as it often makes the 

difference between the life and the death of the victim. An under informed and poorly trained 

population corresponds to a risk factor that should concern each individual. In this context, 

this work aims to understand the gaps in knowledge and training of basic life support and 

present a solution to overcome them with the development of a device that can support and 

encourage the regular training of the maneuvers. More than promoting the teaching of basic 

life support, this work aims to guarantee the quality of teaching with a  higher retention of 

knowledge, through an accurate feedback method. 

 

 

 

Thesis Outline 

This thesis represents the work developed over 3 years in the Biomedical Simulation Center 

of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Porto, and is integrated in the project CPR 

Personal Trainer. The thesis is organized in five chapters.  

The current chapter intends to contextualize Basic Life Support and the need to develop 

new technologies to teach these maneuvers. The second chapter, written in article format, is 
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a work already submitted to a scientific journal and aims to analyze the knowledge, experience 

and opinion on training needs of a sample of the Portuguese population, regarding basic life 

support. This study provides the context and reinforces the need for development based on  

data from  a relevant target audience. The third chapter is the core of this thesis and refers to 

the technical description of the developed system, describing all  details, advantages and 

disadvantages of the methods used, and validating the prototype with the obtained results. 

Finally, the fourth chapter, also an article-type, was published recently in a scientific journal, 

and intends to evaluate the educational impact of the full system.  

Thus, in this thesis, the complete course of a system development is engaged, from the 

idealization, needs assessment, technical development and validation, and impact evaluation. 
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Abstract 

Introduction: Basic life support is a key manoeuvre in a cardiac arrest situation that can 

often save a victim's life. This study investigates general public knowledge about the 

fundamentals of basic life support (BLS), and its association with previous training/education 

on BLS and self-perception of knowledge. A secondary objective is to assess the opinion on 

training needs. 

Methods: This is a cross-sectional, exploratory, and descriptive study, using a convenience 

sample of 655 individuals. A survey containing 21 questions was applied. A descriptive and 

inferential statistical analysis explored potential associations between variables. 

Results: The mean score for general knowledge was higher (75,9% ± 14,2%) then for 

technical knowledge (31,2% ± 29,7). Considering the overall knowledge, the mean score was 

49,0% ± 20,3%, with 100 (15,3%) respondents scoring equal or higher than 70%, and only 12 

(1,8%) answering correctly to all questions. Less than 30% of the sample had previous training 

in BLS. 

Discussion: The source of knowledge and time elapsed from previous training have relevant 

and statistical significant associations with the knowledge scores. Association of the self-

perception of knowledge and the actual scores showed, in general, that participants have a 

correct perception of their (lack of) knowledge. The knowledge scores indicate an evident lack 

of training and knowledge in general population. 

Conclusion: The results of this study reinforce the need for practical and regular BLS 

training, ideally in the workplace and early in life. Participants recognize that have residual or 

low BLS knowledge and are motivated to attend training and recycling courses. 

 

 

 

Introduction 

One of the leading causes of death in Europe is the sudden cardiac arrest, affecting 55 to 

113 per 100 000 inhabitants per year [1]. 

Cardiac arrest is a sudden stop in effective blood circulation due to the failure of the heart 

to contract effectively. The most common cause for cardiac arrest is ventricular fibrillation 

[2]. It is a medical emergency that, in certain situations, is potentially reversible if treated 

early, otherwise it can lead to death within minutes [2].  

The treatment for cardiac arrest is immediate defibrillation if a "shockable" rhythm is 

present, while basic life support (BLS) is the key to provide circulatory support and/or to induce 

a "shockable" rhythm [1]. The European Resuscitation Council (ERC) indicates that bystander 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) by lay people increases survival rate by 2–4 times [1, 3], 

reinforcing the importance of bystander CPR to improve survival from cardiac arrest. 

Nevertheless, it is provided in about 20% of the out-of-hospital cardiac arrests [1, 3].  
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In Portugal, according to the National Institute of Medical Emergency (INEM), between 2013 

and 2014, there were 23 347 pre-hospital cardiorespiratory arrests. In 15%, basic life support 

maneuvers were performed before the arrival of specialized aid [4]. The survival rate in this 

period was 4,43%, considerably lower comparing to the ones observed in other European 

countries, such as the UK with 8,6%, the Netherlands with 21%, or the Norway with 25% [4].   

These numbers motivated this study, which aims to investigate general public knowledge 

about the fundamentals of BLS, and its association with previous training/education on BLS and 

self-perception of knowledge. Also explored are the associations with the socio-demographic 

variables such as, age, gender, level of education, among others. A secondary objective is to 

assess the opinion on training needs. 

 

 

 

Methods 

This is a cross-sectional, exploratory, and descriptive study, using a convenience sample. 

The sample used was selected from the population of the University of Porto, including all 

staff, students, teachers, and researchers. The inclusion criteria were: to be 18 years or older 

and to live in Portugal. The exclusion criterion was being a healthcare professional. Non-health 

care professionals who had previous instruction or training in BLS, were considered layperson 

and included in the study.    

The data collection tool was an online structured anonymous questionnaire, constituted by 

21, open and multiple choice questions. An informed consent, explaining the purpose of the 

study, was included. The questions were adapted from previously published questionnaires [5-

14], and structured in sections: socio-demographic characterization (5 questions), BLS general 

and technical knowledge (9 questions), previous training/experience in BLS (3 questions), and 

opinion on the training needs (4 questions). Questions on knowledge were based on the 2015 

and 2017 ERC guidelines for resuscitation [1, 3], with special emphasis on chest compressions.  

Demographic questions aimed to characterize the study population, including age, gender, 

degree of education, occupation, and having children. 

The knowledge section refers to the fundamental elements of BLS/CPR and were divided 

in general (5) and technical (4) knowledge questions. The first was an open-ended question and 

assessed the knowledge of the European emergency number (112). The remaining 8 questions 

were multiple-choice questions, in which the participant selected the single correct answer 

from 4 options or "Doesn’t know". The last option was intended to assess the actual knowledge 

of the participants, trying to discourage a random selection of answers.  For the two categories 

of knowledge (general/technical) a score was calculated, resulting from the quotient between 

the number of questions answered correctly and the total number of questions in the category. 

A total knowledge score was also calculated as a weighted mean of the general (40%) and 

technical (60%) knowledge scores, considering that the technical knowledge has higher impact 

on the victim’s outcome.  

The following section assessed the source of knowledge, previous participation in BLS 

formal training, and explored how the participant self-assesses his expertise in BLS. These 

questions provided the study variables, later used in the inferential analysis. The self-
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assessment question used a linear scale, ranging from 0 to 10 (non-existent skills – 0; expert in 

BLS - 10). For the sake of interpretation, the original linear scale was stratified into three 

groups, as follows: Residual (0-2), Low (3-6), and Adequate (7-10).  

The last section assessed opinion on training needs and includes 4 multiple choice questions 

related to the availability of BLS training in the professional/academic context, and the desired 

typology and frequency of training. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

 

A descriptive and exploratory analysis was performed using absolute frequencies (n), 

relative frequencies (%), central tendency measurements (mean) and of variance (standard 

deviation). To facilitate analysis and interpretation of the results, the sample was stratified 

according to age ([18; 24], [25; 45], and ≥ 45 years), gender (male and female), degree of 

education (up to High School, BSc degree, Master or PhD degree), and occupation (Student, 

Teacher/Researcher, Staff).  

The inferential analysis explored the association between the socio-demographic variables 

and the selected study variables, with the general and technical knowledge scores. Non-

parametric tests were used due to non-normality distribution of the sample. The tests used 

were Kruskal-Wallis and U-Mann Whitney for independent groups, and Wilcoxon Sign Rank for 

paired-groups, considering a significance level of 5%. Due to the multiplicity of tests, a 

Bonferroni correction was applied. 

Statistical analysis was conducted using the IBM SPSS Statistics® software, version 24. 

 

 

 

Results 

The survey was sent by email to the University of Porto population (students, faculty, 

researchers, administrative workers and other staff), to a total of 40 445 people. The 

questionnaire was accessible for 24 days, between December 14, 2017 and January 6, 2018. A 

total of 663 volunteer responses were validated, corresponding to a response rate of 1,6%. 

From the validated responses, 8 were removed by application of the inclusion/exclusion 

criteria, resulting in a sample of 655 respondents. 

 

Socio-demographic characterization  

 

The mean age of the participants was 30,4±12,8. The age stratification groups presented 

333 participants (50,8%) between 18 and 25 years, 221 participants (33,7%) between the ages 

of 25 and 45, and 101 individuals with 45 years or older (15,4%).  The distribution according to 

gender showed that 470 (71,8%)of the respondents were female and 185 (28,2%) were male.  

Regarding the degree of education, 233 (35,6%) respondents have  up to high school 

diploma, 214 (32,7%) have a bachelor degree, and 208 (31,8%) have a master or doctoral 

degree. The stratification related to the occupation showed that 379 (57,9%) were students 
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(regardless the level), 131 (20,0%) are faculty ( teachers and/or researchers), and 145 (22,1%) 

are staff personal (including administrative, technical or maintenance).  

One-hundred and fifty seven participants (24,1%) reported to have children, while more 

than three-quarters of the sample (75,9%, n=497) had none. 

 Table 1 summarizes the socio-demographic characterization of the sample. 

 

 
Table 1 - Socio-demographic characterization. Data presented as number of answers (n=655) and 

percentage. 

Gender 

Male Female 

185 (28,2%) 470 (71,8%) 

Age 

18 ≤ years < 25 25 ≤ years < 45 ≥ 45 years 

333 (50,8%) 221 (33,7%) 101 (15,4%) 

 

Degree of education 

Up to High School BSc MSc or PhD 

233 (35,6%) 214 (32,7%) 208 (31,8%) 

Occupation 

Student* Faculty** Staff*** 

379 (57,9%) 131 (20,0%) 145 (22,1%) 

Children 

Yes No 

157 (24,1%) 497 (75,9%) 

*Including pre- and post-graduation students 

**Teachers and/or researchers 

***Administrative, technical, maintenance or other staff 

 

 

BLS knowledge 

 

Table 2 presents the results on participants' BLS knowledge grouped in two categories: 

general knowledge and technical knowledge. The mean score for general knowledge was higher 

(75,9% ± 14,2%) then for technical knowledge (31,2% ± 29,7). Considering the overall knowledge 

the mean score was 49,0% ± 20,3%, with 100 (15,3%) respondents scoring equal or higher than 

70%, and only 12 (1,8%) answering correctly to all questions.  

Nearly 95% of the respondents know the European emergency number and the meaning of 

the acronym BLS. Regarding the when, where and whom should apply BLS, the majority of 

respondents correctly indicated that BLS maneuvers should be applied immediately (94,2%) and 

in any place and circumstance if safety conditions are  guaranteed (90,2%), but only 5,5% 

indicated that anyone, regardless the knowledge, should perform BLS. Of notice, is that 83,5% 

replied that anyone knowledgeable should apply the maneuvers.  

As for the technical questions, a considerable number of participants chose an incorrect 

answer or “Doesn’t know”. The question with higher correct rate was the hands positioning, 

where 55,4% selected “Center of the chest”. The question with the lowest correct rate was on 

the depth of chest compressions, where only 88 respondents (13,4%) indicated the "5 - 6 cm" 
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option. In this question, almost half of the respondents selected "Doesn’t know" (49,0%). 

Regarding frequency and the compressions-ventilations ratio, only 20,9% and 34,8%, 

respectively, selected the correct answer. 

 

 

 

 
Table 2 - BLS general and technical knowledge. Data presented as number of answers (n=655) and 

percentage, with the exception of general, technical, and overall knowledge scores which are presented 
as Mean±SD. The correct answers are marked in italic/bold. 

General knowledge   75,9% ± 14,2% 

European Emergency Number  

 112 620 (94,7%) 

 Wrong Answer 35 (5,3%) 

BLS Meaning* 

 Survival  2 (0,3%) 

 Basic First Aid  14 (2,1%) 

 Basic Life Services 4 (0,6%) 

 Basic Life Support 621 (94,8%) 

 Doesn’t know 14 (2,1%) 

Where BLS should be applied? 

 Only in an emergency medical vehicle 14 (2,1%) 

 Only indoors 1 (0,2%) 

 Only in clinical/hospital settings 13 (2,0%) 

 In any location and circumstance 591 (90,2%) 

 Doesn’t know 36 (5,5%) 

When BLS should be applied? 

 
Only when the victim is in an emergency 

medical vehicle 
7 (1,1%) 

 Only when the victim is indoors 0 (0,0%) 

 
Only when the victim is in a clinical/hospital 

settings 
2 (0,3%) 

 Immediately, if safety conditions verified  617 (94,2%) 

 Doesn’t know 29 (4,4%) 

Who should apply BLS? 

 Only healthcare professionals 7 (1,1%) 

 Only healthcare/first aids providers 49 (7,5%) 

 Anyone who knows BLS 547 (83,5%) 

 Anyone 36 (5,5%) 

 Doesn’t know 16 (2,4%) 
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Technical knowledge**   31,2% ± 29,7% 

Hand Placement 

 Center of the chest 363 (55,4%) 

 Right side of the chest 2 (0,3%) 

 Left side of the chest 65 (9,9%) 

 Over Xiphoid Appendix 124 (18,9%) 

 Doesn’t know 101 (15,4%) 

Compression Frequency (compressions per minute) 

 60 – 80 cpm 198 (30,2%) 

 80 – 100 cpm 69 (10,5%) 

 100 – 120 cpm 137 (20,9%) 

 120 – 140 cpm 5 (0,8%) 

 Doesn’t know 246 (37,6%) 

Compression Depth (centimeters) 

 2 – 3 cm 85 (13,0%) 

 3 – 4 cm 86 (13,1%) 

 4 – 5 cm 75 (11,5%) 

 5 – 6 cm 88 (13,4%) 

 Doesn’t know 321 (49,0%) 

Compression : Ventilation Ratio 

 15:1 36 (5,5%) 

 15:2 45 (6,9%) 

 3:1 77 (11,8%) 

 30:2 228 (34,8%) 

 Doesn’t know 269 (41,1%) 

  

Overall Knowlegde***  49,0% ± 20,3% 

*Answers translated from Portuguese. The original options included the initials of the Portuguese acronym (SBV), as 

follows: SoBreVivência, Socorrismo Básico à Vitima, Serviços Básicos Vitais, and Suporte Básico de Vida.  

** All questions referred to the adult, and this information was explicit in the questionnaire. 

*** calculated as a weighted mean of the general (40%) and technical (60%) knowledge scores. 

 

BLS previous training/education and self-assessment of knowledge 

 

Three hundred and two participants (46,4%) indicated that their source of knowledge on 

BLS was through informal means, such as brochures, television or the internet, while 287 

participants (44,1%) indicated that had previously participated in specific workshops or formal 

training. Twenty-five participants (3,8%) stated that they have no knowledge in BLS.  

Concerning the time elapsed from previous training, 15,4% attended a training session less 

than a year ago, but more than half of the participants (50,1%) never attended a basic life 

support training session 
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As for the self-assessment of knowledge, the large majority of participants (79,7%) 

acknowledged to have residual or low BLS knowledge, with only 20,3% of the individuals 

reporting adequate knowledge, Table 3. 

 

 
Table 3 - Previous training/education on BLS and self-assessment of knowledge. Data presented as number 

of answers and percentage. 

Source of Knowledge (n=651) 

 Brochure/TV/Internet 302 (46,4%) 

 Workshop/Formal training 287 (44,1%) 

 Other 37 (5,7%) 

 No Knowledge 25 (3,8%) 

Time elapsed from last training (n=655) 

 ≤ 1 year 101 (15,4%) 

  1 < years  ≤ 3 92 (14,0%) 

 3 < years  ≤ 5 50 (7,6%) 

 > 5 years 84 (12,8%) 

 Never 328 (50,1%) 

Self-assessment of knowledge* (n=655) 

 0-2 (residual) 321 (49,0%) 

 3-6 (low) 201 (30,7%) 

 7-10 (adequate) 133 (20,3%) 

*To simplify results presentation, the original linear scale (0 to 10, where 0  represent non-existent skills and 10 

represent expert in BLS) was stratified in to three groups, as presented . 

 

 

Opinion on the training needs 

 

Nearly all participants (98,3%) considers that BLS training should be included in their 

academic or professional context and that the training should be mostly practical although 

include a theoretical part (95,1%). Most of the respondents (76,3%) consider that the training 

should be compulsory for all, with refreshment courses annually (24,7%) or biannually (33,0%), 

Table 4. 
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Table 4 - Opinion on training needs. Data presented as number of answers (n=655) and percentage. 

BLS training should be available in my professional/academic context 

 Yes 644 (98,3%) 

 No 11 (1,7%) 

BLS training should be mandatory 

 For everyone 500 (76,3%) 

 Only for those dealing with risk situations 30 (4,6%) 

 Optional 114 (17,4%) 

 No opinion 11 (1,7%) 

Typology of training (theoretical and/or practical) 

 Both, but mainly practical 623 (95,1%) 

 Both, but mainly theoretical 16 (2,4%) 

 Only practical 16 (2,4%) 

 Only theoretical 0 (0%) 

Refresher course frequency 

 Yearly 162 (24,7%) 

 Every 2 years 216 (33,0%) 

 Every 3 years 112 (17,1%) 

 Every 4 or 5 years 133 (20,3%) 

 Every 10 years 22 (3,4%) 

 Not needed 10 (1,5%) 

 

 

General and technical knowledge scores association with other variables 

 

Inter and intra-groups differences were tested for the all demographic variables and the 

three study variables, Table 5.  

The intra-group differences showed statistically significant differences (p<0.001) between 

the general and the technical scores, for all sub-group, with consistently higher scores on 

general knowledge.  

The inter-group analysis presented no statistical differences for all demographic variables 

subgroups, with the exception of the variable occupation for the technical scores.  Opposed to 

that, the study variables were all significantly different (p<0.001) for all subgroups. 

Participants who have received previously BLS training (workshops or courses) scored 

significantly higher for both general (80,4% ± 9,0% vs 72,5% ± 16,2%) and technical (47,0% ± 

31,4% vs 18,5% ± 20,9%) knowledge than those who have other sources of knowledge (TV, 

internet, brochures, etc). Similarly, participants who had formal training in the past three 

years scored significantly higher for both general (81,4% ± 7,7% vs 55,7% ± 31,2%) and technical 

(55,7,0% ± 31,2% vs 20,9% ± 220,2%) knowledge than those who had training more than 3 years 

ago or never. Concerning association of the self-perception of knowledge and the actual scores, 

in general, participants have a correct perception of their (lack of) knowledge, as self-

perception scores increased as mean scores for knowledge (general and technical) increased.  
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Table 5 - General and technical knowledge scores (in %) for sociodemographic variables and for the 

relevant variables in the study: source of knowledge, previous training, and self-perception of knowledge. 
Presented p-values adjusted by Bonferroni correction. 

 Knowledge  

 General Technical p 

Gender    

Male (n=185) 77,4±11,7 33,0±30,2 <0.001* 

Female (n=470) 75,3±15,0 30,4±29,6 <0.001* 

p 0.999 0.999  

Age    

18 ≤ years < 25 (n=333) 76,2±12,6 32,4±29,3 <0.001* 

25 ≤ years < 45 (n=221) 76,7±14,5 31,6±31,0 <0.001* 

≥ 45 years (n=101) 73,3±18,0 26,0±28,1 <0.001* 

p 0.999 0.435  

Degree of education    

Up to High School (n=233) 75,4±13,1 34,1±31,0 <0.001* 

BSc (n=214) 76,4±14,7 32,1±30,0 <0.001* 

MSc or PhD (n=208) 76,0±14,6 26,8±27,7 <0.001* 

p 0.440 0.140  

Occupation    

Student (n=379) 76,2±13,1 34,0±29,7 <0.001* 

Faculty (n=131) 75,9±13,3 22,5±23,2 <0.001* 

Staff (n=145) 75,2±17,5 31,4±33,6 <0.001* 

p 0.944 <0.001*  

Children    

Yes (n=158) 75,1±16,7 27,7±30,9 <0.001* 

No (n=497) 76,1±13,3 32,2±29,3 <0.001* 

p 0.999 0.076  

Source of knowledge    

Workshops or courses (n=287) 80,4±9,0 47,0±31,4 <0.001* 

Others or no knowledge (n=364) 72,5±16,2 18,5±20,9 <0.001* 

p <0.001* <0.001*  

Previous training    

≤3 years (n=193) 81,4±7,7 55,7±31,2 <0.001* 

>3 years or never (n=462) 55,7±31,2 20,9±22,2 <0.001* 

p <0.001* <0.001*  

Self-perception of knowledge    

0-2 (residual) (n=321) 71,7±16,5 16,0±17,7 <0.001* 

3-6 (low) (n=201) 78,5±10,6 34,2±27,0 <0.001* 

7-10 (adequate) (n=133) 82,1±8,6 63,2±30,2 <0.001* 

p <0.001* <0.001*  

* p < 0.05, statistically significant  

 

 

 

Figure 3, illustrates the positive trend observed between the self-perception scores and the 

overall knowledge scores, with statistically significant differences between all groups. 
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Figure 3 - Box-plot of the self-perception of knowledge vs the overall scores. * indicates statistically 

significant (p<0.001) for the U Mann-Whitney test. 

 

 

Discussion 

Overall, most respondents demonstrated a evident lack of knowledge, with only a small 

portion (15,3%) scoring higher than 70%, in the overall knowledge.  

General knowledge, assessing the correct emergency number, what is BLS, and 

where/when/who should apply BLS, had a mean score of 75,9% indicating that the majority of 

participants understands the basics of BLS. Of notice, is that, with the exception of “who should 

apply BLS”, more than 90% of the participants answered correctly to all other questions.  Nearly 

95% of the participants knew the emergency services number (112) and the meaning of BLS, 

similarly to an Australian study [15]. Most participants also knew where and when to apply BLS 

with correct responses reaching 90,2% and 94,8%, respectively.  Only 5,5% of the respondents 

considered that anyone should apply BLS, while the majority (83,5%) considers that should be 

anyone who knows BLS. The 2015 guidelines of the ERC [1] indicates that “untrained lay 

rescuers should provide compression-only (Hands-Only) CPR, with or without dispatcher 

guidance, for adult victims of cardiac arrest. (…) All lay rescuers should, at a minimum, provide 

chest compressions for victims of cardiac arrest.” Considering that 15,4% of the participants 

had formal training (workshops/courses) in the last year, this result may suggest that the 

training contents should be revised or that this concept should be reinforced.  

Technical knowledge scores were markedly low for the majority of sample, revealing a 

preoccupying lack of knowledge (and therefor skills) to adequately perform BLS. More than half 
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of the participants (55,4%) knows how to position hands for chest compressions but only 20,9% 

knows the correct frequency and 13,4% the correct depth. Over 30% indicated as the correct 

frequency "60-80 cpm", probably misled by the normal adult heart rate. A study on Brazilian 

layperson SBV knowledge [16] showed similar results for hands positioning (51,2%) and for 

compression depth (14,1%) but considerably lower percentage for the frequency (1,3%). Other 

studies [7, 10] presented higher rates but referred to healthcare professionals. Nearly 35% of 

the participants knew the correct compressions/ventilation ratio. For the technical questions, 

a relevant number of participants (ranging from 15% to near 50%, depending on the question) 

choose the “Doesn’t know” option.  These results may indicate that the participants were 

aware of their knowledge and answered truthfully, reassuring that the study results are 

reliable.   

General and technical knowledge associations with the socio-demographic variables showed 

no statistical differences in all sub-groups, with the exception of the occupation in the 

technical knowledge. This suggests that, although the study is based on a heterogeneous 

sample, the answers are not associated to the socio-demographic groups. Surprisingly, 

participants that are researchers or teachers have lower technical knowledge than students or 

staff. Moreover, although no statistical differences were found, participants with MSc or PhD 

also scored lower for the technical knowledge than the other participants. Similarly, 

participants with 45 years or older scored lower, for both general and technical knowledge, 

that the other age groups. This can be partially explained by the integration of BLS in 3rd cycle 

of basic education curricula, of Portuguese schools, since 2013 [17], and other sporadic 

measures (e.g. mass-training) that have been delivered to young generations, increasing BLS 

awareness and knowledge. Several studies indicate that the training in BLS should begin in the 

student population and before the start of higher education [5, 11, 18, 19]. 

A total of 43,8% (n=287) of the sample had attended some form of BLS training at some 

stage in their lifetime. Similar results (54,1%) were found in a study [20], but other studies 

present quite different values, ranging from 17,8% [13] to 77,9% [21]  

The source of knowledge and time elapsed from previous training have relevant and 

statistical significant associations with the knowledge scores. Participants who have been in a 

course/workshop in the last 3 years (n=193) had mean rates of 81,4%, 55,7%,  and 66,0%, in the 

general, technical, and overall scores, respectively. This is a promising result as it confirms 

that, if formal training is delivered, it increases knowledge [9, 18]. Nevertheless, the technical 

score indicates that the acquired knowledge is insufficient.  Moreover, these participants 

represent less than 30% of the sample, demonstrating that there is an evident lack of training 

and knowledge in general population. 

 Participants showed to have a suitable perception of their (lack of) knowledge, as self-

perception scores increase as mean scores for knowledge (general, technical, and total) 

increase. Nearly 80% of the sample, considers to have residual or low knowledge (self-

assessment scores <7), which was corroborated by the low scores obtained by this group. A 

positive trend can be observed between the self-perception scores and the overall knowledge 

scores, with statistical significant differences in all subgroups. These results provide validity to 

the sample judgement and opinion. 

Participants’ opinion on training needs reinforces the previous results. Nearly all 

participants (98,3%) consider that BLS training should be available in their 

professional/academic context, and the majority believe that is the training should be 

mandatory (76,3%),  mostly practical (95,1%), with recycling between 1 and 5 years (95,1%).  In 
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another study [13] with a Portuguese sample, approximately 95.6% of the sample showed 

availability to attend the training and 84,9% indicated that it should be offered in the 

workplace, which is in-line with the current results. The recycling of the knowledge is relevant 

and considered in the accredited BLS Portuguese courses organized by the Portuguese Red 

Cross, which have a validity of 3 years for the European First Aid Course, and 5 years for the 

Proximity First Aid Technician [22].  

 

Limitations 

 

The convenience sample used in this study may not represent the entire Portuguese 

population, considering that the respondents are directly related to a higher education 

institution, of a metropolitan area. These two factors may lead to a bias in the responses and 

overestimated scores.  

 Another limitation is the use of scores on theoretical knowledge, as it may not reflect the 

practical skills of the participants. 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The results of this study reinforce the need for practical and regular BLS training, ideally 

in the workplace and early in life. Participants recognize that have residual or low BLS 

knowledge and are motivated to attend training and recycling courses. 

Often algorithms and teaching methods can be complex and unattractive to the population, 

so it is suggested to use innovative and effective methods for practical learning and retention 

of knowledge.  
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Introduction 

The use of technological devices to train basic life support is a recognized methodology, 

supported by several international publications [1, 10, 11], as it promotes improvement of the 

necessary techniques/maneuvers.  

Moreover, there is a relationship between the use of feedback devices and the acquisition 

and retention of knowledge associated with basic life support [10, 11].  

A number of devices that include feedback are available to train CPR maneuvers, as 

described in the introductory chapter of this thesis. 

In general, these devices are expensive and in some cases imply a delay in the initiation of 

basic life support maneuvers, given the presence of external equipment that is unfamiliar in a 

real context [11]. 

Considering this, the objective of this work refers to the development of a component of a 

feedback device to support the training of the basic life support maneuvers, assessing both 

chest compressions and ventilations. 

 

 

 

Methods 

Requirements 

 

The development of the Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Personal Trainer (CPR.PT) aims to 

meet the needs of basic life support training through a device that provides feedback to the 

user. 

A standard, basic, static, commercialized CPR training manikin will serve as the platform 

for development. The manikin will be instrumented with off-the-shelf sensors and connected 

to an open-source electronic platform. 

  The prototype is intended to provide accurate quantifiable measurements of the 

standard parameters recognized by the European Resuscitation Council, for chest compressions 

and ventilations [1]. The chest compressions related parameters are the hands positioning over 

the chest, the compressions depth, the compressions frequency, and the full-chest recoil after 

each compression. The ventilations most relevant parameter is the quality of the ventilations, 

depending on the hyperextension of the neck, nose pinching and administrated airflow. Overall 

parameters associated with both compressions and ventilations are also measured, such as the 

hands off-time (pauses between compressions) and the application of the 30:2 

compressions/ventilations ratio. 

The prototype should be able to provide feedback to the user based on a scoring system 

that allows the self-training of a lay population or a more specialized population. This is being 

developed in a parallel project together with the user interface. 
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The developed solution should be non-invasive, envisioning its application to other 

manikins. Furthermore, the development cost should be accessible, allowing a broader access 

to the technology.  

The exploratory work on the application of the system to other manikins is out-of-the-scope 

of this study. 

 

Sensor Selection 

 

Complying with the established requirements, the first phase of development was 

associated with the selection of sensors that would be applied to the manikin. Several types of 

sensors were tested, based on different natures, ranging from force sensors, position sensors 

and accelerometers. In Figure 4 it is possible to observe the different sensors used. 

 

 

 
Figure 4 - Majority of the sensors used and tested during development: A) Piezoresistive force sensor 
Tekscan FlexiForce A201 445N; B) Piezoresistive force sensor Interlink Electronics FSR 402; C) 
Piezoresistive force sensor Interlink Electronics FSR 406; D) Linear sensing potentiometer spectrasymbol 
SoftPot 200mm; E) Ultrasonic Distance Sensor HC-SR04; F) Pololu Carrier with digital infrared distance 

sensor Sharp GP2Y0D810Z0F; G) spectrasymbol Flex Sensor; H) Conductive Rubber Cord; I) Accelerometer 
and Gyroscope InvenSense MPU-6050; J) Accelerometer Analog Devices ADXL335 

 

Although it has shown positive results in terms of the positioning of the hands during chest 

compressions, the linear sensing potentiometer (sensor D, from Figure 4) has proved to be 

limited since it did not provide data for any other parameters of CPR. 

The flex sensor (sensor G, from Figure 4) has been tested for the analysis of chest 

compressions, but it is not feasible given the characteristics of the manikin that limits the 

space available for the application of the sensor. The conductive rubber (sensor H, from Figure 

4) does not have sufficient sensitivity to detect the deformation generated by the compression 

and, for this reason, was not applied in the final prototype. 

Aiming the analysis of the compression depth, it was evaluated the functionality and 

applicability of some distance sensors. Both the ultrasonic distance sensor and the infrared 
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distance sensor required complex mounting since they determine the distance through the 

reflection of waves (ultrasound or infrared, respectively), thus requiring additional space and 

a stable platform. The ultrasound sensor showed positive results but with a low sensitivity and 

the infrared sensor showed very limiting results given its digital behavior. An analog version of 

the infrared sensor could be an option but would still imply altering drastically the manikin to 

accommodate the sensor.  

The accelerometers were tested but showed no encouraging results given their 

inconsistency in obtaining the positioning, through the integration of  the acceleration, which 

generates a large propagation error (in the order of the square of the execution time). 

The piezoresistive sensors are usually constituted by a sensitive element that alters their 

resistance by the application of a force. They do not require a complex implementation and 

are not susceptible to noise but may present problems associated with hysteresis [3]. Two 

distinct configurations were tested: circular (sensor A and B, from Figure 4) and square (sensor 

C, from Figure 4). 

The chosen sensor was the square piezoresistive force sensor because it has a larger 

(15,68cm2) active area (when compared to circular piezoresistive sensors) and allows 

measurements that comply with established requirements, namely, the ability to measure the 

quality parameters of chest compressions and ventilations. 

 

Sensor Location 

 

The location of the sensors applied to the manikin is defined to maximize the amount of 

useful data collected and to minimize the number of sensors used. Throughout the 

development, several locations were tested, with a varied number of sensors. The selected 

location consists of 3 square piezoresistive sensors placed in specific positions of the manikin, 

as represented in Figure 5. The placement of the sensors took into account the stability of the 

sensor, considering the sudden movements caused by the compressions and the deterioration 

of the sensor (both in the connections and in the active zone of the sensor). 

 

 

 
Figure 5 - Disposition of the sensors applied to the manikin: I) Location of the frontal sensors on a manikin 

where the synthetic skin was removed. The protective foam (blue), the rib cage (white) and the airway 
bag (transparent), can be observed; II) Location of the frontal sensors on a conventional manikin. III) 
Location of the back sensor. A paper sheet was used for improve visualization. 
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The data collected from the sensors are processed both individually and through crossed 

analysis. In general, sensors C and D are used to measure chest compressions during training, 

while the sensor H is used to measure the ventilations. Sensor C is placed on the rib cage, 

protected by protective foam, to promote homogeneous distribution of applied force and 

sensor stability. This sensor is especially located at the center of the chest, at the inter-nipple 

line, at the exact location where chest compressions should be applied. Sensor H is placed 

underneath the airway bag, in an area where the costal grid has a gap, avoiding grid pressure 

over the sensor. Sensor D, located at the back of the manikin, will allow analyzing the depth 

of the chest compressions and cross analysis with the results of the sensor C.  

 

Sensor Implementation 

 

As suggested in the datasheet of the sensor manufacturer (Figure 6), the three sensors are 

assembled and implemented through a simple voltage divider, coupled to a measuring resistor 

(RM), as shown in the central scheme of Figure 6. For a correct conversion of force to voltage, 

RM is defined as 4.7kOhm, providing a higher sensitivity to the sensor, as can be observed in 

the right plot of Figure 6. The sensors are connected to an open-source electronic platform 

(Arduino), which sends the readings to a regular computer through a USB port. The 

implementation of the three sensors is presented in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 - Technical details from Interlink Electronics FSR 400 series presented in the manufacturer's 
datasheet [2]: variation of the resistance of the sensor as a function of the applied force; assembly 
diagram (based on the voltage divider); variation of the output signal as a function of the force and the 
measurement resistance (RM) used in the voltage divider. 
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Figure 7 - Scheme of assembly and implementation of the sensors used in the final prototype. The sensors 
are connected to analog ports on the Arduino through simple voltage dividers. Connections in red 
correspond to input voltage conduits (+5V), black connections correspond to ground associated conduits 
and blue conduits correspond to data paths. 

 

In this implementation Arduino Nano is used due to its reduced size and easy assembly in a 

breadboard. The RM for each sensor used (C, D and H) is the same. The input voltage (+5V) and 

ground lines are connected to Arduino ports. Each sensor is associated with a specific analog 

port, namely: Sensor H in A1, Sensor C in A2 and Sensor D in A3. The data is collected and 

preprocessed through an implemented code implemented and sent to the computer through a 

USB port. 

A baud rate of 9600 bits per second was selected. The analog readings correspond to values 

comprised in 10 bits, that is, from 0 to 1023. It is necessary to map these values to voltage, 

where 1023 corresponds to 5000 mV. The value of the resistance in the sensor (𝑅𝐹𝑆𝑅(𝑡)) is 

obtained through Equation 1. 

 

 

 
𝑅𝐹𝑆𝑅(𝑡) = 𝑅𝑀 ×  (

𝑉+

𝑉𝐹𝑆𝑅(𝑡)
 −  1) Equation 1 

 

 

with  𝑅𝐹𝑆𝑅  as the variable resistance of the FSR sensor, RM is the measuring resistor which, in 

this implementation, corresponds to 4.7kOhm. V+ corresponds to the operating voltage 

provided by the Arduino Nano (+5V) and VFSR corresponds to the resulting variable voltage of 

the sensor.  

 

In order to linearize the equation, the inverse of the resulting resistance (conductance) is 

used. This value is multiplied by a factor of 106 facilitating the representation and analysis of 

the results. Of notice is that the final results will be expressed in megasiemens (MS).  

The data collected (conductance) is processed based on the analysis of peaks. These are 

identified using five consecutive points, as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 - Main conditions for peak detection in conductance data. 

 

If both C and D sensors do not detect peaks higher than the set of thresholds, the system 

interpret it as pause until values higher than the thresholds are achieved. This pause may 

correspond to the ventilations period or a deliberate stop of the training exercise.  

Three of the four chest compressions parameters are calculated using sensor C, as follows: 

• Hands positioning is based on the detected peaks; 

• Recoil is calculated based on the minimum peak detected; 

• Frequency results from the quotient between the number of compressions and the 

elapsed time.  

The last chest compressions parameter, depth, is calculated through sensor D, as described 

in the next sub-section. 

The ventilations are detected based on the peaks of sensor H, upon occurrence of these in 

a pause period. This sensor will also detect chest compressions (out of the pause period), but 

these data have no useful meaning and are discarded. The different parameters of the 

ventilations are calculated through thresholds defined for the conductance values of sensor H. 

The overall parameters associated with both compressions and ventilations (hands-off time 

and 30:2 ratio) are calculated through direct analysis of the time elapsed and by a simple ratio 

between the identified compressions and ventilations. 

 

Compression Depth Curve 

 

The calculation of the chest compression depth was a challenge, as the values returning 

from sensors represent conductance and, for this parameter, a measurement of distance is 

needed.  Our hypothesis was that a relationship between conductance and distance could be 

determined. For that, several tests and approaches were used, based on the conductance of 

sensors C and D. The sensor that reveled most adequate was sensor D because: 1) the 

compressions are correctly identified, 2) the values from sensor C have a high variability due 

to the direct application of pressure, and 3) the conductance values are considerably lower 

than the ones measured by sensor C. The later, was a decisive factor, as sensor C returned 

saturated values on the upper limit of the sensor range. 

For the determination of the relationship between the conductance of the sensor D and the 

depth of the compression a methodology previously used in other studies was used [4,5]. It 

consists in the use of an analog infrared distance sensor (Sharp GP2Y0A51SK0F), which is placed 
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in a customized compartment inside of the manikin, Figure 9 (left side).  Of notice, is that for 

this approach a second manikin was needed. The infrared sensor allowed the measurement of 

the compression depth, as represented in Figure 9. Simultaneously, sensor D records the 

conductance value of each compression, enabling the determination of a relationship. 

 

 

 
Figure 9 - Representative scheme of the assembly and implementation of the analog distance sensor. The 

values H and W correspond to the measurements of the compartment inside the manikin, where W 
corresponds to 6 cm and H to 10 cm, approximately. The sensor is placed in the base of the compartment 
(represented by the red square) and measures the distance between the base and the manikin top. 

 

The first stage of this procedure involved the calibration of the distance sensor to the data 

graphically presented in the manufacturer's datasheet [6]. The data in the plot was sampled 

and a curve fitting method was applied to the data points. Equation 2 represents the resulting 

relationship. To determine the adequacy of the fitting, the coefficient of determination (R2) 

was calculated and is presented together with Equation 2. The basal height (H) of the 

compartment was determined (9,456 cm) and removed in the output value. 

 

 

 𝑑 (𝑡) = 5,1184 × (𝑉𝐼𝑉(𝑡))−1,203,    with R2 = 0,9964 Equation 2 

 

where d is the distance between the sensor and the manikin top and VIV is the resulting voltage 

of the distance sensor. 

The protocol for determining the relationship between conductance and distance was based 

on different series of compressions: 25 normal compressions and 10 strong compressions. A 

reduced frequency was used in the compressions sets to allow time to the infrared sensor to 

stabilize, avoiding cumulative errors. The resulting data from the infrared and D sensors was 

smoothed to remove artifacts, through an average filter with a sliding window of three values. 

A curve fitting method was used to determine the relationship between these two measures, 

Figure 10. This curve was determined so that it intercepts the origin, making a zero 

conductance to correspond to a zero distance. 
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Figure 10 - Relationship of the distance (y) as a function of the conductance (x). 

 

The function presents satisfactory results, with a determination coefficient of 0,8529. The 

final relationship is presented in Equation 3. As the relation established corresponds to a 

quadratic equation, it was necessary to define thresholds that would limit its behavior outside 

the presented region. The lower threshold imposes that no negative distance are included and 

the upper threshold limits distances greater than 7,43 cm, corresponding to 1080MS. The 

maximum conductance value (1080MS) established corresponds to the sample point where the 

highest conductance was recorded for strong compressions. 

 

𝑑(𝑡) =  {

0 ,                                                                   𝐶𝐷(𝑡) ≤ 0

−4 × 10−6 × (𝐶𝐷(𝑡))
2

+ 0,0112𝐶𝐷(𝑡) ,        0 < 𝐶𝐷(𝑡) ≤ 1080

7,43 ,                                                                  𝐶𝐷(𝑡) > 1080

 Equation 3 

 

where d is the compression depth and CD is the conductance in sensor D. 

  

Figure 11 graphically presents the piecewise relationship, with the indication of the 

relevant values. 
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Figure 11 - Representation of the curve established in Equation 3. For 5 centimeters the conductance 
values correspond to 560MS and to 6 centimeters the conductance values correspond to 720MS. For the 
maximum threshold (1080MS), the distance value corresponds to 7,43 centimeters. 

 

A last step in the procedure is needed to remove the influence of the manikin weight on 

the data collected by sensor D. For that, a 10s initial period, with the manikin at rest, is used 

to determine the basal conductance (reflecting the weight of the manikin over the sensor), and 

this value is subtracted to the raw data from the sensor. 

 

 

Results 

Using the prototype assembled as described in the methods section, Figure 5, several 

simulations were performed to test the adequacy of the collected data. Each set of results 

comes from a specific protocol defined within the scope of the intended analysis. Both 

compressions and ventilations were tested, independently and as in a training exercise. Of 

notice is that the results were obtained with different subjects, avoiding biased results. 

 

Chest Compressions 

 

The analysis of the results for chest compressions requires that the relevant parameters, 

defined by the guidelines, be taken into account. As previously described, these parameters 

correspond to the hands positioning, compression frequency, complete recoil, and 

compressions depth.  

Figure 12 presents the results of a testing protocol that includes: 5 adequate compressions, 

5 compressions with incomplete recoil, 5 high frequency compressions, 5 low-force compression 

and 5 compressions applied at the wrong site. Each series of compressions assumes that all 

parameters are performed correctly, with the exception of the parameter under analysis. The 

data presented corresponds to sensor C and D, and the data from sensor H will be ignored as it 

is irrelevant for the analysis of the compression parameters. 
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Figure 12 - Results for different types of chest compressions, based on variations in its fundamental 
parameters. 

 

 

Figure 12 demonstrates the results for the previously described protocol. Qualitatively, it 

is observable that the first set of compressions is within the adequate values and can be used 

as control. Nevertheless, the first compression of this set did not have a complete recoil. The 

second set represents high pressure compressions with incomplete recoil, as it can be analysed 

through the values of the maximum and minimum peaks of the compressions. The third set 

represents the application of compressions with a high frequency but with adequate recoil. The 

fourth set represents compressions with a lower frequency, and the last set represents the 

application of compressions in the wrong location (sensor C did not return any significant value, 

but sensor D recognizes the application of compressions). 

A second protocol corresponding to 30 adequate compressions was performed. This protocol 

intents the validation of the compressions depth, using Equation 3. The results are shown in 

Figure 13.  

The data collected from sensor D (conductance) was also adjusted by removing the basal 

conductance reflecting the weight of the manikin over the sensor (about 140MS). This value 

was determined by calculating the mean values obtained by the D sensor at rest (without 

compressions or ventilation) for 10 seconds. 
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Figure 13 - Distance results extrapolated from sensor D. The calculated distance is marked in blue. The 

green area corresponds to the adequate compression depth within the international guidelines (5-6 cm). 

 

Ventilations 

 

The analysis of the ventilations is based on the results obtained with sensor H. The relevant 

ventilation parameters correspond to the hyperextension of the neck, nose pinching and 

adequate airflow.  

The test protocol corresponds to four sets of two ventilations. The first set is intended to 

be the control, representing a correct application of the ventilations, taking into account the 

hyperextension of the neck, nose pinching and adequate airflow. The remaining sets were 

performed by varying one of the ventilation parameters. Figure 14 shows the results obtained 

through this protocol. 

 

 
Figure 14 - Results obtained by the H sensor in the scope of the analysis of the ventilations. Each set 

corresponds to two ventilations. a) Represents adequate ventilations; b) Represents the absence of 
hyperextension of the neck; c) Represents the absence of nose pinching; d) Represents the administration 
of reduced air flow. 
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Based on the analysis of the results, shown in Figure 14, a single threshold was defined to 

distinguish the correct ventilations from the incorrect ones. The differences between each 

wrong set of ventilations are negligible and did not permit a differentiation of the incorrect 

manoeuvre. 

 

Typical training exercise 

 

A typical training exercise consists of a set of compressions and ventilations. For the test 

of the prototype, a training exercise was performed, consisting of 2 cycles of compressions and 

ventilations. For the testing sake, correct and incorrect compressions and ventilations were 

made, as shown in Figures 15 and 16. 

 

 

 
Figure 15 - Results for two complete cycles of compressions and ventilations. The threshold values are 
represented by the red horizontal line, with the straight line being the recoil threshold, and the dotted 
line the ventilations threshold. The left axis corresponds to the C and D sensors and recoil threshold 
(1500MS). The right axis corresponds to the data of the H sensor and the ventilation threshold (400MS). 
Although the H sensor detected chest compressions, these data were ignored because they had no useful 
meaning. On purpose, the second cycle was performed mostly incorrect. 
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Figure 16 - Distance results extrapolated from sensor D, using the same data as in Figure 15. The expressed 
thresholds are in accordance with international guidelines for compression depth (5-6cm). 

 

 

The thresholds values were calculated empirically based on a large set of correct and 

incorrect compressions and ventilations, and do not depend on the current set of data. 

From data set, it is possible to determine the values that will be used as feedback, and 

returned to the user after training. Table 6 presents the specific values corresponding to the 

previously presented training exercise.  

 

 
Table 6 - Feedback values, resulting from presented training exercise. 

Parameters First Cycle Second Cycle 

Compressions   

 

Frequency  129 cpm 129 cpm 

Hands Position  100% 100% 

Depth  83% 

(mean: 5,72 cm) 

23% 

(mean: 6,22 cm) 

Recoil 100% 43% 

Ventilations   

 Efficiency 2/2 0/2 

Overall   

 Hands-off Time  9,4 s 6,9 s 

 30:2 Ratio Correct Correct 

 Training Time                   44,2 s  

 

As observed, the first cycle presented correct results for all parameters, except for the 

compressions frequency. As intended, the second cycle shows incorrect results for this and 

other parameters. 
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Discussion 

In general, the developed prototype fulfills the objectives and requirements established, 

offering a simple, easy to assemble, low-cost solution to objectively measure the relevant CPR 

parameters and use it to provide  feedback on basic life support maneuvers. The prototype 

consists in the instrumentation of a commercialized manikin with 3 piezoresistive force sensors, 

representing a simple procedure and, as intended, easy to use. In addition, the production cost 

of the system (including the manikin) is around € 500, which is a very acceptable value for 

basic life support training system. The system was tested to a range of possible variations in 

chest compressions and ventilations, and proved to be robust and reliable with adequate 

results.  

The chosen sensors have a suitable consistency of results and allow a correct analysis of 

the selected parameters. However, during development it was possible to observe that the 

sensors, with the continuous use, begin a process of deterioration that, in situations of 

continuous and prolonged training, could lead to inaccurate results (relative to the expected 

conductance for a given force). This situation has already been reported by several authors [7, 

8], that confirmed a change in the behavior of the sensor, on an average of about 6% per day 

of use. They suggest that a protective layer (e.g. epoxy dome) could be used over the sensing 

area to prevent deterioration. In the presented prototype, to protect sensor C (the most 

exposed to high pressures) a layer of EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) foam is used. This seemed 

to have prevented the deterioration of the sensor and provided consistency in the results. 

The location of each sensor was optimized to promote the relevant parameters 

measurement and minimize the number of sensors used. In general, sensors C and D can be 

applied to any manikin, only depending on the pre-calibration  of the thresholds. These need 

to be customized for each manikin. Sensor H  is in a more specific position of the manikin, and 

in some cases, it may not be possible to apply it. It will always be ideal that, after assembly a 

new system, a calibration and analysis is performed, based on the expected results or through 

the feedback of a specialist 

In a first phase of the prototype were used measurement resistances of 10kOhm, but after 

some tests and validations it was decided that these were reduced to 4.7kOhm.   

The relationship established to determine compression depth based on the conductance of 

sensor D showed positive results, proving to be an effective method for the determination of 

distance through piezoresistive force sensors. 

Considering the compression results, the system can successfully differentiate each  chest 

compression parameter. The incomplete recoil identification is possible through the analysis of 

the minimum compression peaks, in sensor C and confirmed in sensor D. The compression 

frequency is based on the number of compressions performed (successful and unsuccessful) 

during the training time, which are  identified by sensors C and D,. The compression force / 

depth can be analyzed using the conductance values of both sensors C and D, or through the 

extrapolation defined by Equation 3, which uses the values obtained by the sensor D.  The 

correct location of the hands during  compressions is identified through sensor C, intentionally 

placed in the adequate location in the chest. Sensor D is used to validate the initiation of 

compressions 
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As for the ventilations related results, the system can identify adequate and inadequate 

ventilations. The first ventilation reveals conductance values lower than the second 

ventilation, as the second one benefits of residual air from the previous one. Moreover, the 

shape of the curve, initial linear rapid increase followed by a slower exponential decrease, is 

coherent with the respiration curve.  These dynamics were observed in other commercialized 

solutions (e.g. Laerdal Skills Report) that use flow sensors to measure the inflow air. This 

indicates that the pressor sensor can be a good alternative to the expensive and difficult to 

assemble flow sensors.  The system cannot differentiate the absence of hyperextension of the 

neck or  no nose pinch, as well as the administration of a reduced flow.  

In general, the system provides the basis of a  new training tool for basic life support. 

Future development will include: Testing of extreme conditions (compressions with extremely 

high/low frequency, continuous training, etc), testing with a large pool of users, and  are 

testing on manikins of other manufacturers to guarantee universal use.  In addition, alternative 

methods for detection of chest compressions can be tested, for example, through a glove 

instrumented with piezoresistive sensors. This method has already been tested by other studies 

and has shown promising results [9]. 
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Abstract 

Background: High quality cardiopulmonary resuscitation remains essential to improve the 

outcome of patients in sudden cardiorespiratory arrest. Feedback on performance is a crucial 

component of the learning processes associated with simulation and has been shown to improve 

CPR quality during simulated cardiac arrest on manikins. This study aims to evaluate skills 

acquisition using a new low-cost feedback device for CPR self-training when compared to 

standard training methods.  

Methods: Thirty-nine pre-graduated medical and biomedical engineering students were 

recruited for a longitudinal double blinded randomized control study. For training BLS skills, 

the control group used a standard task-trainer and received feedback from an instructor. The 

intervention group used the same standard task-trainer, instrumented with the CPR Personal 

Trainer that provided automated performance feedback (with no instructor) on compression 

related parameters. Students’ knowledge and skills were assessed before and after training, 

through a theoretical knowledge test and 2-min of CPR practical performance.  

Results:  The theoretical tests showed an improvement both in the intervention and in the 

control group. For each compressions related parameters (hands position, recoil, rate and 

depth), significant increase in scores is observed, between the pre and the post-test, in both 

groups. The intervention and control groups presented identical mean differences for the total 

score (0.72 vs 0.72), with no statistical difference (p-value=0.754). 

Conclusions: The proposed tool proved to be effective in the acquisition of compressions 

related skills, with similar outcomes as the traditional instructor-based method, corroborating 

the hypothesis that a low-cost tool with feedback for CPR self-training can provide an 

alternative or a complementary extension to traditional training methods.  The system can also 

be considered cost-efficient as it reduces the permanent presence of an instructor for the chest 

compressions training, promoting regular training outside formal training courses. 

 

 

 

Introduction 

In sudden cardiac arrest, early cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), with emphasis on chest 

compressions, is a fundamental step in the Chain of Survival [1]. According to the 2015 

European Resuscitation Council CPR guidelines for the adult [1], when performing chest 

compressions, it is important to take into account parameters such as hands position (center 

of the chest), compression depth (5 to 6 cm), compression rate (100 to 120 min−1) and chest 

wall recoil (allow complete recoil). The chest compressions should not be suspended for more 

than 10 seconds to provide ventilations [1].  

High quality cardiopulmonary resuscitation remains essential to improve patient outcome. 

Several studies have shown that CPR is performed ineffectively, possibly due to irregular 

training and low skill retention [2-4]. 
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The traditional acquisition and retention of skills in CPR is based in a theoretical and 

practical training on a manikin or task-trainer, given by one instructor according to the 

following sequence: theoretical background in CPR, chain of survival, correct CPR performance 

with emphasis on chest compressions, automated external defibrillator use, and correct 

positioning of the victim after recovery [5,6]. The training includes a standardized assessment 

of performance (with feedback given by the instructor), either during the training in the form 

of continuous assessment, or at the end of the training during which the key learning outcomes 

have to be successfully demonstrated [5,6].  

Although accurate theoretical knowledge of guidelines and CPR procedures is associated 

with increased odds of correct performance of some aspects of CPR, overall performance 

remains poor [7] suggesting that frequent training may be needed to ensure consistent, 

effective performance and therefore better outcomes after cardiopulmonary arrest [8]. 

Training models based on short videos of self-learning may be used combined with practical 

training sessions with minimal intervention from instructors. Other alternative that seems to 

improve CPR skills of rescuers is the use of one automated voice advisory manikin that is able 

to improve skills through continuous verbal feedback during individual CPR training without an 

instructor [4].  

Feedback on performance is a crucial component of the learning processes associated with 

simulation and has been shown to improve CPR quality during simulated cardiac arrest on 

manikins [9]. Feedback technology supports the rescuer with vocal or visual information on CPR 

quality to improve guideline adherence [3]. 

Educational feedback also appears to slow the decay of acquired skills and allows learners 

to self-assess and monitor their progress toward skill acquisition and maintenance. Sources of 

feedback may either be “built-in” on a simulator, given by an instructor in “real time” during 

educational sessions, or provided post hoc by viewing a videotape of the simulation-based 

educational activity [10].  

There is evidence that instructors provide poor feedback, including correction of skills, in 

performing chest compressions [11]. Previous studies [12-18] have compared the quality of CPR 

training with feedback devices with the traditional CPR training. The outcomes of these studies 

confirm that some feedback systems improve significantly the quality of chest compressions, 

in a simulated cardiac arrest scenario. These systems may provide complementary training [19-

21] or assessment [22] models,  overcoming constraints, such as time and logistical/financial 

aspects or instructor availability, that are pointed out as barriers to frequent training.  

Considering the above, the general aim of this study is to evaluate skills acquisition using a 

new low-cost device for CPR self-training with automated feedback and compare it to the 

standard training method. The prototype is expected to facilitate regular training and improve 

long-term preservation of knowledge and skills. 
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Methods 

Prototype description - CPR Personal Trainer 

 

CPR Personal Trainer consists in a standard CPR training manikin instrumented with off-

the-shelf piezoresistive sensors connected to an electronic pre-processing unit and information 

system. The total cost of the add-on is around 150€. The signal is analyzed by extracting 

relevant data of chest compressions performance and scoring them on three different factors 

associated with compression quality: hands position, compression rate, and chest recoil. The 

compressions depth is still under development and will be included in a near future. 

The software is connected to a user-friendly online Graphical User Interface, which 

manages training workflow and provides visual and audio feedback. CPR Personal Trainer 

software gathers trainees’ performance metrics and provides a performance analysis with 

suggestions to improve the procedure. It also provides reports for each training session, the 

overall progression along the sessions and the performance evolution of the trainee regarding 

each CPR maneuver component. Fig. 17 presents the CPR Personal Trainer interface 

representing two training sessions performed by a student. 

 

 

 
Figure 17 - Print-screen of the CPR Personal Trainer interface. Feedback to trainee is presented visually 
and numerically. Top: Feedback indicates a need for improvement in all parameters (red labels). Visual 

and audible aids are available to help the hands position and the compressions rate, respectively. Bottom: 
Feedback indicates all parameters were correctly performed (green labels). 
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Subjects 

  

The target population of this study was pre-graduated students of Medicine and Biomedical 

Engineering from the University of Porto, Portugal. The recruitment of medical students was 

restricted to basic years in order to avoid students with CPR training. Students were invited to 

participate in the study, through announcements and posters from the students’ associations, 

and were invited to voluntarily register for the study. Only registered students constituted the 

sample of this study. Demographic information of the students was collected at registration.  

 

Study design  

 

This longitudinal double blinded randomized control study was carried out in May and 

October 2016, at the Biomedical Simulation Center of the Faculty of Medicine, University of 

Porto. The study was approved by the Ethical Commission of our institution and a written 

informed consent was obtained from all participants before the study. 

On Day 1, registered students that were present for the study were given information and 

clarifications about the study and an informed consent to read and sign. Of the 55 registered 

students, only 42 attended Day 1. The 42 students were subjected to the pre-test evaluation, 

including both theoretical and practical components. After the evaluation, students were 

randomized and allocated to the control (n=23) or the intervention group (n=19). The study 

was blinded, meaning that students have no knowledge of the other group type of training. On 

Day 1, students also received the 2015 CPR guidelines [1] and algorithm and were advised to 

review them. 

On Day 8, the control and intervention groups were divided into smaller subgroups of 4 or 

5 students. The control group trained with a standard torso and received instructions and 

feedback from an experienced Basic Life Support (BLS) instructor, Fig. 18 (Top). The 

intervention group trained with the prototype, receiving feedback on CPR relevant parameters: 

hands position, rate and recoil, from the CPR Personal Trainer interface (without instructor), 

Fig. 18 (Bottom). Two aids were included in the CPR Personal Trainer to guide the student in 

the training: an audio sample of a metronome at 100 bpm to help in the compressions rate and 

an image of the correct hands position on the chest. These aids were available to the student 

during the training exercise, together with the feedback of his/her performance. Both groups 

had the 2015 CPR algorithm displayed, near the training station. The training time was 

equivalent for both groups and lasted approximately 1 hour for each subgroup of students. 

Students from the intervention group also answered a questionnaire on the usability of the CPR 

Personal Trainer. There were three dropouts, two in the intervention group (n=21) and one in 

the control group (n=18). 
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Figure 18 - Training sessions.  Top: Control group – training with an instructor. Bottom: Intervention group 

– training with CPR Personal trainer (no instructor). 

 

On Day 15, all students that were present for the training on Day 8 (n=39) were subjected 

to the post-test evaluation, which included similar theoretical and practical components to the 

pre-test.  

The detailed study protocol is graphically represented in Fig. 19. 

 

Participants’ assessment 

 

The knowledge and technical skills of the participants were evaluated through a theoretical 

and practical test, before and after the CPR training course.  

 

• Theoretical tests  

 

The theoretical tests consisted of 14 different questions about CPR, with emphasis on chest 

compressions. The type and number of questions were defined by an experienced CPR 

instructor, based on the 2015 CPR guidelines, guaranteeing that all relevant aspects of the BLS 

algorithm were covered. Theoretical tests were made available using a Moodle platform 

(http://www.moodle.org). Each student accessed the platform using their individual 

credentials and answered the test online, in an examination room, with an instructor present 

to avoid plagiarism. The test was only available for the period of the evaluation. The pre- and 

post-tests were similar in content but the questions and answers were randomly ordered. The 

maximum test score was 100%. 
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• Practical tests  

 

The practical tests were performed individually and consisted in executing 2 minutes of the 

BLS algorithm. All performances were video recorded. The evaluation of the correct application 

of the BLS algorithm and correct CPR performance of each student was made through 

visualization of each video by an independent expert, blinded to the study, with the use of a 

checklist.  

The checklist consisted of 10 items related to the BLS algorithm, four of them referring to 

compressions related parameters: call for help, check normal breathing, compressions-to-

ventilations ratio of 30:2, compression rate, hands position, chest recoil, compressions depth, 

2 deep breaths, pause for breaths of less than 10 seconds, and head extension. Each item was 

rated as 0 – incorrect/not applied, 1 – insufficient/incomplete, and 2 – correct.  The total score 

of the practical test was calculated as the mean of the 10 items with a maximum value of 2.  

 

 

 
Figure 19 - Study flow diagram. 
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Usability questionnaire 

 

A preliminary assessment of the CPR Personal Trainer’s usability was performed with the 

students from the intervention group (n=21). For that, an European Portuguese translation [23, 

24] of the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire [25] was applied.  

The SUS questionnaire is a reliable tool for usability assessment, consisting of 10 questions, 

to be rated in a 5-point Likert scale (from strongly agree to strongly disagree), among which 

five of those questions have a positive height and the remaining a negative height. This 

questionnaire has been considered to be a remarkably robust measure of system usability [26-

28], even with a small sample size [27].  

The SUS score [23-25] is calculated by summing up all individual items. For items 1, 3, 5, 

7, and 9 (positive statements) the score contribution is the scale position minus 1. For items 2, 

4, 6, 8 and 10 (negative statements), the contribution is 5 minus the scale position. The overall 

value for each student is obtained by multiplying the sum of the scores by 2.5. The global SUS 

score has a range of 0 to 100 and represents the median of the sample. A global score higher 

than 70 is considered above the average and higher than 80 is considered good [29]. 

The SUS questionnaire also included two open-questions on the “positive” and “need for 

improvement” aspects of the CPR Personal Trainer. The questionnaire was available on the 

Moodle platform (http://www.moodle.org) and, similarly to the theoretical tests, each student 

accessed the platform using their individual credentials and answered the test online, in a 

supervised examination room. 

 

Statistical analysis 

 

Statistical analysis was conducted using the IBM SPSS Statistics® software, version 23.0. 

Both descriptive and inferential analyses were performed. To evaluate knowledge and skills 

differences, intra- and inter-groups non-parametric tests were used, considering a significance 

level of 5%. Given the small sample size non-parametric tests were used. Specific tests are 

indicated in the tables with the results. 

Total scores of the pre and post-theoretical tests and total and partial scores of the pre 

and post practical tests were calculated and compared. For the practical tests, partial scores 

representing the compressions related parameters and other parameters of the CPR algorithm 

were calculated, analyzed and are presented separately. 

 

 

Results 

A total of 39 individuals (25 females and 14 males) constituted the sample of this study. 

The mean age of participants was 20.6±2.4 years. Both groups (control and intervention) were 

compared for age and gender and no statistical differences were found between groups, 

confirming its homogeneity. For a detailed description of the demographic data, we refer to 

Table 7. 

 

http://www.moodle.org/
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Table 7 - Demographic characterization of the sample 

 Intervention (n=21) Control (n=18)  P value* 

Gender, n     
 Male 8  6  

0.813 
 Female 13  12  

Age, mean±SD  20.81±2.04 20.33±2.77 0.213 

* Difference between groups, Mann Whitney U-test, 2-tailed, (α=0.05) 

 

Assessment results 

 

Theoretical and practical tests in both groups presented an increase in the total score 

between the pre and the post-test, with statistical significant differences, Table 8. The inter 

group comparison shows no statistically significant differences in all scores, with the exception 

of the practical post-test, with a higher score in the control group. 

 

 

 
Table 8 - Comparison between the pre- and post-test mean scores, for the theoretical and practical tests. 
Scores presented as Mean ± SD 

  Intervention 

(n=21) 

Control 

(n=18) 

p-value** 

Theoretical 

Score (0-100%) 

    Pre-test 66±13 69±12 0.626 

    Post-test 82±7 84±7 0.512 

p-value* <0.001 <0.001  

Practical 

Score (0-2) 

    Pre-test 0.90±0.41 0.84±0.36 0.646 

    Post-test 1.53±0.29 1.81±0.17 0.003 

p-value* <0.001 <0.001  

* Pre-post test difference, Wilcoxon signed rank test, 1-tailed (α=0.05) 

** Difference between groups, Mann Whitney U-test, 2-tailed (α=0.05) 

Statistical significant results presented in bold. 

 

 

The pre and post-test comparison for the overall and specific compressions related 

parameters present a statistical significant increase, in both groups. No statistical differences 

were observed in any comparison between groups. Table 9 presents the detailed results and 

comparisons.  The intervention and control groups presented identical mean differences for 

the total score (0.72 vs 0.72), with no statistical difference (p-value=0.754, Mann Whitney U-

test).  
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Table 9 - Comparison between pre- and post-test compressions related measurements mean scores. 

Scores (0-2) presented as Mean ± SD 

  Intervention 

(n=21) 

Control 

(n=18) 

p-value** 

Hands 

position 

    Pre-test 0.71±0.64 1.17±0.71 0.069 

    Post-

test 

1.48±0.68 1.78±0.43 0.234 

p-value* 0.001 0.003  
Rate     Pre-test 0.71±0.90 0.67±0.77 0.999 

    Post-

test 

1.57±0.68 1.61±0.50 0.922 

p-value* 0.004 <0.001  
Recoil     Pre-test 1.14±0.66 1.17±0.51 0.967 

    Post-

test 

1.76±0.44 1.89±0.32 0.512 

p-value* 0.004 <0.001  

Depth     Pre-test 1.05±0.70 1.22±0.55 0.477 

    Post-

test 

1.67±0.49 1.83±0.38 0.379 

p-value* 0.002 0.001  
Total    Pre-test 0.90±0.53 1.06±0.42 0.245 

Post-test 1.62±0.34 1.78±0.26 0.156 

p-value* <0.001 <0.001  
* Pre-post test difference, Wilcoxon signed rank test, 1-tailed (α=0.05) 

** Difference between groups, Mann Whitney U-test, 2-tailed (α=0.05) 

Statistical significant results presented in bold. 

 

 

The pre and post-test comparison for the overall and the CPR parameters not directly 

related to compressions present a statistical significant increase, in both groups. Comparison 

between groups, revealed statistical significant differences in the post-test scores for the 

“shout for help”, “check breathing”, “head extension”, and overall. Table 10 presents the 

detailed results and comparisons. 
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Table 10 - Comparison between pre- and post-test mean scores of CPR parameters not directly related 

to compressions. Scores (0-2) presented as Mean ± SD 

  Intervention 

(n=21) 

Control 

(n=18) 

p-value** 

Shout for help     Pre-test 0.57±0.87 0.50±0.86 0.813 

    Post-test 1.29±0.90 2.00±0.00 0.022 

p-value* 0.004 <0.001  

Check breathing     Pre-test 0.67±0.80 0.56±0.50 0.749 

    Post-test 1.24±0.83 1.89±0.32 0.019 

p-value* 0.011 <0.001  

Ratio 30:2     Pre-test 1.19±0.93 1.28±0.83 0.856 

    Post-test 1.95±0.22 1.94±0.24 0.967 

p-value* 0.002 0.005  

2 Deep  

ventilations 

    Pre-test 0.62±0.67 0.33±0.49 0.245 

    Post-test 1.52±0.68 1.78±0.43 0.349 

p-value* 0.001 <0.001  

Pause for 

ventilations of 

less than 10s 

Pre-test 1.52±0.81 1.44±0.86 0.813 

Post-test 1.90±0.30 1.83±0.51 0.922 

p-value* 0.026 0.019  

Head extension Pre-test 0.10±0.30 0.11±0.32 0.945 

Post-test 0.76±0.89 1.50±0.62 0.012 

p-value* 0.002 <0.001  

Total Pre-test 0.78±0.45 0.70±0.44 0.666 

Post-test 1.44±0.37 1.82±0.22 0.001 

p-value* 0.006 <0.001  
* Pre-post test difference, Wilcoxon signed rank test, 1-tailed (α=0.05) 

** Difference between groups, Mann Whitney U-test, 2-tailed (α=0.05) 

Statistical significant results presented in bold. 

  

 

Usability results 

 

The intervention group (n=21) answered the SUS questionnaire, including two open 

questions on the most positive and need improvement aspects. The individual scores were 

calculated for each student and, from those, the global score (median of the sample). The 

global SUS score of the CPR Personal Trainer was 78.  

Aspects pointed by the students as most positive were “Immediate feedback”, “Rapid 

learning curve”, and “Feedback on compressions performance”. As for the aspects that need 

improvement, “No compressions depth assessment”, “No ventilation parameters assessment”, 

and “No information on the algorithm” were pointed as the most relevant. 
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Discussion 

This study investigates and compares the acquisition of knowledge and technical skills 

related to chest compressions in CPR maneuvers, when using an automated CPR feedback tool 

and when receiving standard CPR training.  

The theoretical tests showed an improvement in the scores from the pre- to the post-test, 

both in the intervention and in the control group. Although the intervention group had no 

theoretical support from an instructor, the content made available, revealed to be sufficient 

to increase their knowledge to a similar level as for the control group, as no statistical 

significant differences were observed between the groups. 

The practical tests (total score) showed an improvement between the pre and the post-

test for both groups, although the control group presented a higher mean difference (0.63 

versus 0.97) with statistical significance. The higher improvement in the control group is 

related to the fact that this practical total score includes all the CPR parameters, including the 

parameters that the CPR Personal Trainer did not provide feedback about (such as ventilation 

related parameters or compression depth). For each compression related parameters (hands 

position, recoil, rate and depth), significant increase in scores was observed, between the pre 

and the post-test, in both groups. The intervention and control groups presented identical 

mean differences for the total score (0.72 vs 0.72), with no statistical difference (p-

value=0.754). This result corroborates our initial hypothesis, indicating that the CPR Personal 

Trainer is as valuable as the traditional method in the acquisition of skills.  

An interesting result was observed for the depth parameter, where similar improvement 

was observed in both groups, although the CPR personal trainer did not provide feedback on 

compressions depth. This improvement can be attributed to the relationship between depth 

and recoil, as providing feedback for the later may have an indirect impact on depth 

performance. 

Considering the practical test results for the parameters not related to compressions, an 

overall improvement was observed in both groups, but with a greater difference in the control 

group (0.66 versus 1.12). Of mention is that, in the “shout for help” parameter, the control 

group scored in the post-test 2.0 with a SD of 0.0, indicating that all students in this group 

correctly executed this step. Comparison between groups, revealed statistically significant 

differences in the post-test scores for the “shout for help”, “check breathing”, “head 

extension”, and overall, with higher scores in the control group. This notorious improvement 

in the control group in parameters not related to compression was expected and justified by 

the involvement of the instructor in the training. Nevertheless, in the intervention group, even 

without an instructor and with prototype-only feedback on these parameters, all mean scores 

increased from the pre to the post-test, with statistical significance. This improvement can be 

attributed to the knowledge acquired through the educational materials provided.  

The usability of the CPR Personal Trainer scored 78, which, based on the literature [23, 

29], is considered above average.  

It was observed that CPR Personal Trainer is effective when compared with the traditional 

method. The intervention group showed improvements regarding skills’ acquisition and the CPR 

Personal Trainer allowed to achieve a similar level of knowledge when compared with the 
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control group. These results are in line with others that also showed that feedback systems are 

able to contribute to a better CPR performance [13, 30]. 

The proposed system can encourage frequent training sessions, as it may reduce the need 

for a permanent instructor, specifically for the training of chest compressions, allowing regular 

training outside formal training courses, not only in healthcare institutions but also in other 

places like firefighters departments or nursing homes.  

 

Limitations  

 

An important limitation was the reduced sample. Due to time constraints, students’ 

availability and other logistic restrictions, the sample used was limited which may weaken the 

conclusions of this work.  

Another potential bias can emerge from the practical evaluation, which was performed by 

a single evaluator. Although the evaluator was blind to the study and used the video recordings 

and a standard checklist, the intrinsic subjectivity of the human nature could be reduced if 

other evaluators were included.  

Finally, an important limitation is related to the under developing features of the CPR 

Personal Trainer, namely the assessment of the compressions depth and ventilations. This leads 

to an incomplete assessment of the effectiveness of CPR Personal Trainer in the CPR training. 

Nevertheless, the present study can be seen as a proof of concept, confirming which future 

developments are more pressing.  

 

Conclusions 

 

Tools for self-guided CPR training are an alternative to traditional training, which requires 

an instructor, as it can offer the opportunity of learning and continuous training to a broader 

population, with an associated low cost.  

CPR Personal Trainer is a low-cost simulation-based tool for CPR training with a feedback 

system that improves technical skills and reinforces knowledge. The repetitive self-training 

allows the trainees to improve skills at their own pace. The feedback feature provides 

objective, reliable and standardized assessment of skills acquisition and, as opposed to the 

subjective evaluation of an instructor, potentially boosting the trainee’s confidence in 

performing CPR correctly. Despite some limitations, this tool proved to be effective in the 

acquisition of compression related skills, with similar outcomes as the traditional instructor-

based method. The proposed system can also be considered cost-efficient as it reduces the 

permanent presence of an instructor for the chest compressions training, promoting regular 

training outside formal training courses. 

In conclusion, this study corroborates the hypothesis that low-cost tools with feedback for 

CPR self-training can provide an alternative or a complementary extension to traditional 

methods for CPR skills acquisition and maintenance. 
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The work developed over 3 years within the framework of the CPR.PT project is distributed 

through several stages of development, seeking to fulfil the need in basic life support training. 

Independently of the technological development, there is only market application and public 

receptivity if there is a clear need. In this sense, the first phase of this work sought to analyse 

the educational and training needs and identified a gap, motivating the development of a new 

training device. Additionally to the development of new equipment, it has become fundamental 

to assess the impact of it, allowing an objective evaluation of the educational impact of CPR.PT 

on the gap identified in the needs assessment. 

Chapter 2 and 4 refer to scientific publications submitted/published in the scope of this 

work and which reveal important data for future developments. Chapter 3 concerns, above all, 

the technological development of the device and has not been submitted to a scientific 

publication envisioning a possible patent registration. Acquiring and maintaining patent 

protection may represent high costs but it should be considered, at least in long-term, as it 

may attract outside investment and provide protection from a future competitive product. This 

strategy would accomplish a sustainable competitive advantage and capture market share. 

Also, considering an emergent competition, it is possible to obtain further profits by providing 

licensing arrangements, allowing competitors to use the protected method. 

The results of the knowledge, experience and opinion of the study sample revealed that 

there are large gaps in the technical knowledge of the BLS manoeuvres but, simultaneously, 

there is willingness to attend BLS courses. A larger study could be useful to confirm these 

results and attract more attention from relevant stakeholders and policy makers. 

The resulting data from the impact study revealed an efficacy of the developed device, 

contributing to a better performance of CPR. However, this study was only performed within 

the chest compression component; therefore a new study is necessary to evaluate the impact 

of the total prototype. 

An unexpected limitation is the availability of piezoresistive sensors in the market as, 

during the development period, there were stock breach situations in the main suppliers of this 

type of hardware. In addition, another limitation is associated with the rudimentary state of 

the prototype, as it is necessary to develop more complex prototyping mechanisms and to use 

product engineering tools. 

An important and central aspect but out of the scope of this thesis, is the development of 

the user interface. This has been developed in parallel by other members of the project and 

has proved to be a challenge in terms of user interaction and usability. A complete version of 

the complete prototype is expected to be presented in September in the Resuscitation 

conference (annual meeting of the ERC). 

 

 

Future Work Recommendations 

 

• Carry out a market analysis, developing a business model that takes into account 

the costs of development, production and logistics; 

• Repeat the necessity and impact studies with a larger sample and taking into 

account the complete prototype (thoracic compressions and ventilations); 

• Promote mass-training initiatives, enabling the collection of data and the 

improvement of the CPR performance of the population. 
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